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1. Executive Summary

ANCHOR LIFE Management strategies reports the techniques to used to direct and control the partnership to achieve the goals of the project.
2. Assumptions/Constraints/Risks

Risks which may affect the development of the project are presented in the Risk and Contingency Plan. In the figure below is shown, in general terms, the overall risk management process that will be followed.

During the kick off meeting this procedure was validated in order to allow the project partners to identify the risks and the possible impact for optimising the Contingency Plan actually proposed. In addition, in order to accomplish an effective involvement of stakeholders to guarantee to raise awareness and to transfer knowledge, face-to-face meetings are planned, but also the use of distance work tools will be intensely used to facilitate the communication of partners’ staff. An optimal and motivated partnership, sharing a common definition of the project vision and mission, actively and responsibly participating in each action, linked to specific performance indicators and connected to the stakeholders, will be essential to handle possible complications come across.

While planning the activity time schedule, a safety margin of 6 months has been carefully foreseen to avoid the risk of activities implementation delay.